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SUMMARY

Forces generated in the muscles and tendons actuate the movement of the skeleton. Accurate estimation
and application of these musculotendon forces in a continuum model is not a trivial matter. Frequently
musculotendon attachments are approximated as point forces, however, accurate estimation of local
mechanics requires a more realistic application of musculotendon forces. This paper describes the
development of mapped Hill-type muscle models as boundary conditions for a finite volume model of the
hip joint, where the calculated muscle fibres map continuously between attachment sites. The applied muscle
forces are calculated using active Hill-type models, where input electromyography signals are determined
from gait analysis. Realistic muscle attachment sites are determined directly from tomography images. The
mapped muscle boundary conditions, implemented in a finite volume structural OpenFOAM solver, are
employed to simulate the mid-stance phase of gait using a patient specific natural hip joint, and a comparison
is performed with the standard point load muscle approach. It is concluded that physiological joint loading is
not accurately represented by simplistic muscle point loading conditions; however, when contact pressures
are of sole interest, simplifying assumptions with regard to muscular forces may be valid. Copyright c! 2013
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Numerical analysis of the hip joint is increasingly being considered to help orthopaedists make
confident surgical decisions, and due to the restrictions of in vivo and in vitro studies, these
in silico studies have the capacity to provide an effective solution. Early models [1–3] of the
pelvis and femur (thigh bone) were generated from 2-D radiograph images and employed point
forces to approximate the joint loading generated by the articular contact and soft tissues. With
growing computational resources, it has become possible to capture complex 3-D patient specific
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2 P. CARDIFF ET AL.

joint geometry using tomographic techniques such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [4–13], where contact procedures have been employed to resolve the
articular traction distributions [7, 14]. Nevertheless, the intricate muscular loading experienced by
the joint is still commonly represented using simplistic point load approaches. Many models do
not explicitly include muscle forces, instead opting for implicit inclusion through application of a
total joint force [7–9, 15–18]. Muscle forces, when explicitly included, are typically sourced from
published hip joint loading data, although some authors have included time-varying muscle forces
using basic passive Hill-type muscle models [9, 17–20]. Accounting for muscles using simplistic
methods, such as point loads, has many advantages such as straightforward implementation and
representation of many muscles with little cost, however, unrealistic local stress distributions are
present at the muscle attachment sites resulting in erroneous local mechanics. Consequently, the
true mechanics of the joint may not be captured correctly.
It is clear that hip joint models promise great potential, but may be limited by simplistic

representations of musculotendon loading. Accordingly, the current research aims to develop
mapped muscle models that realistically represent the complex physiological loading imposed by
the periarticular muscles, where both the active and passive components of muscle force are captured
using Hill-type muscle models.

2. METHODS

In this section, the employed Hill-type muscle models which approximate the musculotendon
force are presented, including a description of the adopted force-length/force-velocity relationships,
tendon model, and activation dynamics. Subsequently, the developed muscle mapping procedure is
presented. Finally, a brief summary of the muscle attachment identification approach is given along
with descriptions of the finite volume structural solver and solution procedure.

2.1. Hill-type Muscle Models

In this work a Hill-type muscle model consisting of three components [19,20], namely, a contractile
element, a parallel elastic element and a series elastic element, is employed. The force generated
in the contractile element depends on muscle activation, muscle length and muscle velocity, the
parallel elastic element force depends on muscle length and muscle velocity, while the series elastic
element force depend solely on muscle length. The magnitude of time-varying muscle force Fm

predicted by the model is given in the general form by:

Fm = Fmax (fvfalam + fpl + fd) (1)

where Fmax is the maximum isometric muscle force, fv is the velocity-dependent active force
scaling factor, fal is the length-dependent active force scaling factor, am is the time varying
muscle activation, fpl is length-dependent passive force scaling factor and fd is the muscle damping
component.
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The employed force-velocity parameter, fv, is described mathematically by:

fv =

!
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, vm " 0
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where vm is the current muscle velocity; positive velocities correspond to concentric muscle motion
(the muscle getting shorter), and negative velocities correspond to eccentric muscle motion (the
muscle getting longer). The parameters a, a! , b, b! , and Fecc are shape parameters given in Table
I [19,21]. The maximum voluntary muscle contraction velocity vmax is assumed to be 10loms!1 [19],
and lom is the optimal muscle fibre length – the length at which the maximum isometric force can be
generated.
The active force-length scaling factor, fal, originating from the overlap of proteins in the belly

of the muscle [22], is represented by an empirically determined parabolic shape [23, 24], fit with
natural cubic splines [25] as given in Figure 1.
The passive force-length scaling factor, fpl, applies a resistive force when stretched beyond a

resting length, and is represented as an exponential curve [21]:

fpl =

!

#

$

e10(lm!1)
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, lm # lom

0 , lm < lom

(3)

Muscle damping is included as:
fd = Bmvm (4)

where the muscle damping coefficient Bm = 1 Nsm!1 [20,21] .

Muscle Activation The muscle activation required by the Hill-type models has been determined
from EMG signals measured during gait analysis (walking speed of 1.4 m/s). The signals are
gathered using a surface electromyography (EMG) system where electrodes are adhered to the
skin directly above the muscles of interest, using the CODA (Codamotion V6.69H-CX1/MPX30)
movement analysis hardware and software [26, 27, 29, 30]. These muscle electrodes transmit real
time signals to the CODA system via a wireless transmitter unit attached to the back of the subject.
The raw EMG signals are initially rectified, converting all negative amplitudes to positive

amplitudes, and a low-pass second order 20 Hz Butterworth filter [31, 32] algorithm is applied to
minimise the non-reproducible random nature of the signal, with minimial phase shift. The Matlab
[33] zero-phase filter function, filtfilt, has been employed, with the coefficients generated
using the butter function. Figure 2 compares an initial raw EMG signal with the final rectified,
filtered and normalised signal, termed muscle excitation ut. This muscle excitation signal is input
into the muscle models, but there is a delay before the muscle becomes active; this connection
between muscle excitation ut and muscle activation at is governed by activation dynamics.
Activation dynamics, the process of transforming the muscle excitation signal um to muscle

activation am, is approximated using the first-order differential relation [19,21,34]:

!am
!t

=
1

"
(um !Kactam) (5)
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where " is activation time constant:

" =
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, um " am
(6)

with "act = 0.012, # = 0.5 [34], and Kact = 1 [34].

Tendon Model The force-strain relationship for tendon is represented by the piece-wise function
[19,21,34]:

Tt =

!
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(7)

where tendon strain $t is defined in terms of the tendon length, lt, and the tendon slack length, lst :

$t =
lt ! lst
lst

(8)

The initial nonlinear toe region can be explained by tendon being composed of collagen that has a
wave-like crimp, which gradually straightens out as the fibres take up load.

Hill-Type Model Governing Relations Many Hill-type muscle models assume the muscle to be
massless i.e. the ability of the muscle to produce force is unaffected by its own mass. However, in
the current study muscle mass is included, producing a more numerically stable model with reduced
unphysical high frequency oscillations [35]. By employing Newton’s second law, the governing
Hill-type model relationship is derived:

Ft ! F eff
m = Mm

!2l

!t2
(9)

where the net force on the muscle mass,Mm, resulting in a net muscle mass acceleration, !2l/!t2,
is given by the difference between the tendon force, Ft, and the effective muscle force, F eff

m , and l
is the relative muscle position, related to the muscle length and tendon length.
The effective muscle force, F eff

m , is less than the actual generated muscle force, Fm, as illustrated
schematically in Figure 3, and described mathematically as:

F eff
m = Fm cos%m (10)

where the muscle pennation angle, %m, describes the angle at which the muscle fibres pull relative
to the tendon fibres. Since pennation angle has been found to vary with changing muscle length,
a dynamic muscle pennation angle, dependent on muscle length, is applied in the current model,
given as [20,21]:

%m = sin!1

%

lcom sin (%o
m)

lm

&

(11)
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where %o
m is the muscle pennation angle at optimal muscle fibre length, and lcom is the current optimal

muscle fibre length given by:
lcom = lom [&(1 ! am) + 1] (12)

By including activation dynamics, the final governing relations consist of the coupled first-order
and second-order differential Equations 9 and 5, i.e.

!2l

!t2
=

Ft ! F eff
m

Mm

!am
!t

=
1

"
(um ! am)

where Ft is a function of l, and F eff
m is a function of l, !l/!t and am. The above system of equations

is discretised using the implicit Euler method and solved by Newton’s method for coupled system
of nonlinear equations, as detailed in Appendix A. As a result, the current values of the three
state variables, l, !l/!t and am, are obtained. Hence, the current musculotendon force, as the main
parameter of traction-based muscle boundary condition, can be determined.

Musculotendon Force

The musculotendon force Fmt is equal to the tendon force Ft given by Equation 7, which can be
calculated using the current tendon length lt:

lt = lmt ! lm (14)

where lmt is the musculotendon length and lm is the muscle length. The musculotendon length, lmt,
is defined as the distance between the centroid of the insertion attachment boundary and the centroid
of the origin attachment boundary, determined as:

lmt = |CO !CI | (15)

where CO and CI are the area weighted centroids of the musculotendon origin and insertion
attachment surface meshes respectively, computed by:

C =
N
'

i=1

'i|!i| (16a)

'i =
|!i|

(N
j=1 |!j |

(16b)

where !i is the area vector of face i, N is the total number of faces on the attachment surface mesh,
and 'i are the face weights.

2.2. Muscle Mapping Procedure

Two separate musculotendon attachment approaches are considered here: the standard point load
approach which assumes that the entire musculotendon force acts through an individual surface
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6 P. CARDIFF ET AL.

mesh node [36, 37], and in an attempt to realistically approximate the physiological mapping of
muscle fibres, a mapped fibre procedure is developed.
The mapped approach transforms (maps) each muscle attachment surface mesh to a unit circle,

calculating 2-D polar coordinates for each face centre on the attachment boundaries. It is then
possible, for each face centre, to find the closest corresponding face centre on the other attachment
site within 2-D polar space, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4.
To calculate the polar coordinates, R and (, for each face centre F on the attachment boundaries,

the positional vectors are defined as shown in Figure 5. The vector !!$CF connects the attachment
boundary centroidC to the face centre of interest F , where the calculation ofC is given previously
by Equation 16a. The vector !!$CF is extended to the attachment surface edge and the nearest
boundary edge vertex B is found. The distance along the surface boundary edge from a reference
vertex O to vertexB is designated as L, and the total attachment surface circumference is given as
Ltotal.
The R coordinate of face centre F is then given by:

R =
|
!!$
CF |

|
!!$
CB|

(17)

where 0 " R " 1. The ( coordinate of face centre F is given by:

( =
L

Ltotal
(18)

where 0 " ( " 1. Note that the ( coordinate is not necessarily related to the geometric angle.
A feature of the mapping procedure is that through appropriate placement of reference positionO

on each attachment, muscles with twisting fibres may be realistically approximated. Figure 6 shows
a test case with circular attachment surfaces, where two separate locations of O are investigated
showing how fibre twisting may be realistically represented. The position of reference positionO is
specified by the user at the beginning of the simulation, such that physiological fibre twisting may
be captured.
Depending on the volume meshing strategy, it may be difficult or impossible to conform to the

realistic muscle attachment sites during volume meshing. Accordingly, the current mapped fibre
approach has been developed to employ surface mesh representations of the muscle attachment
sites, which are independent of the volume mesh. The calculated muscle fibre directions are then
interpolated to the surface of the actual volumemesh using an inverse-distance weighting procedure.
As boundary conditions to the continuum model, the muscle attachment traction field Tmt are

calculated as:
Tmt =

Fmt

Stotal
dmt (19)

where Fmt is the musculotendon force from the Hill-type model and dmt are the musculotendon
fibre directions determined by the point load or mapping procedures. The traction magnitudes are
equal across each attachment site, the only difference being the traction directions.
In reality, the muscle fibres map in a bijective one-to-one manner from origin to insertion.

However, as the current procedure assume that all fibres terminate at mesh face centres, this results
in a surjective mapping when the origin and insertion surface meshes have unequal face numbers.
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MAPPED STRESS-FIELD HILL-TYPE MUSCLE MODEL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 7

Nonetheless, this effect is negligible when practical surfaces meshes, containing relatively high
numbers of faces, are employed.

2.3. Geometry Generation & Meshing

Patient-specific hip geometry has been extracted from CT and MRI datasets of a 23-year-old male
subject with no congenital or acquired pathology, employing the same subject as the gait analysis.
As the procedure has been described previously [28–30], only a brief overview is given here. The
CT images (512% 512 pixels, 0.7422 % 0.7422 % 1.2500 mm) and MRI images (256% 256 pixels,
1.6797% 1.6797% 2.9999mm) spanning from mid femur to second lumbar vertebra were obtained
using the GE medical systems LightSpeed VCT [38] and GE medical systems Signa HDxt [38]
scanners, respectively. The bone surfaces have been segmented using open-source software 3DSlicer
(version 4.0) [39], and have been smoothed, decimated and cleaned using open-source software
Meshlab [40–42]. The final surfaces are exported in the STL format - a facet based surface composed
of triangles.
The bone volumes are meshed in commercial software ANSYS ICEMCFD [43] using the surface

independent Delaunay tetrahedral approach with prism boundary layers, where special attention
is paid to partitioning the boundary surfaces into regions of interest - distal femur, femur head,
acetabulum, iliosacral joint and pubic symphysis joint - for application of boundary conditions.
Articular cartilage volume meshes are created by extruding the articular surfaces in the surface
normal direction [12] by 0.6 mm, using the OpenFOAM utility extrudeMesh. The final high
resolution hip joint volume mesh, containing a total of 569 418 cells (266 817 cortical, 253 316
cancellous, 49 285 cartilage), is shown in Figure 7.

Muscle Attachment Identification Using a manual segmentation procedure, the muscle attachment
sites are extracted directly from CT and MRI datasets, which have been registered using a rigid
transform based on mutual information [39], ensuring that both CT and MRI bone sets are
coincident. The muscle attachment sites are then manually identified with reference to anatomical
textbooks [44, 45]. The procedure consists of selecting pixels along the muscle attachment site and
pixels perpendicular to the bone surface inside and outside of the bone volume. This creates a pixel
bubble encapsulating the muscle attachment, as shown in Figure 8. Intersection of this pixel bubble
with the bone surface mesh allows generation of surface meshes of the realistic muscle attachments,
which are employed in the mapped muscle fibre procedure.

2.4. Finite Volume Structural Solver

A FV-based structural contact solver, elasticNonLinULSolidFoam, has been specifically
developed (in OpenFOAM software) to analyse the hip joint [29, 30, 46, 47]. Here, linear elastic
material properties are assumed and the updated Lagrangian mathematical model is applied. Special
attention is given to the contact algorithm, where a recently developed FV procedure based on the
frictionless penalty method has been used [46]. Additionally, the solver is upgraded with the muscle
boundary condition.
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8 P. CARDIFF ET AL.

Muscle Boundary Condition Parameters There are a number of muscle inputs required from the
user at the beginning of the simulation. For each muscle, the five Hill-type parameters (Fmax,
lom, %o

m, lst , Mm), the discrete time-varying muscle excitation signal um, and the muscle mapping
method (point load or mapped) are provided. If the point load method is chosen, approximate
insertion and origin attachment points must be supplied, where the procedure automatically selects
the closest computational surface nodes. If the mapped method is chosen, a surface representation
of each attachment site must be provided. Generation of these stereolithography (STL) attachment
site surfaces is described in the previous section. Additionally, the coordinates of the insertion and
origin reference positions must be specified (Oorigin andOinsertion), where the procedure selects the
closest attachment boundary vertices.

Solver algorithm The solution procedure for this OpenFOAM solver may be summarised by the
following steps:

(i) Read mesh, contact and muscle inputs;
(ii) Start time loop - iterate through all time increments;
(iii) Outer solution loop - iterate until momentum convergence;
(iv) Solve Hill-type models and update muscle boundary conditions;
(v) Update the contact between specified contact boundaries;
(vi) Solve momentum equation;
(vii) End solution loop;
(viii) Output results.
(ix) End time loop;

When the Hill-type models are solved, the current musculotendon length lmt, calculated from the
current mesh configuration, and the current excitation value, interpolated from the discrete excitation
signal, are taken as inputs. If the time increments are relatively small, then the Hill-type muscle
models need not be solved every outer iteration and may be corrected once per time increment.
Steps (iii) through (vii) are repeated until the momentum system has converged.

2.5. Hip Joint Model Setup

The hip joint is numerically analysed at the mid-stance phase of the gait cycle where the relative
positioning of the femur and pelvis is determined from gait analysis [29,30], and the effect of muscle
attachment approach is investigated. All materials are represented as hypoelastic, homogenous and
isotropic and the employed mechanical properties, previously displayed in Figure 7, are summarised
in Table II.
In addition to the contact and muscle boundary conditions, the pelvis is fixed at the iliosacral

and pubic symphysis joints (Figure 9), and the distal femur is displaced in the femur axial direction
into the acetabulum such that resulting total hip joint force is equivalent to twice body weight (1
611 N), as measured in vivo by Bergmann et al. [48]. The remaining femur and pelvis surfaces
are specified as traction-free and custom boundary conditions with non-orthogonal corrections are
employed [30, 47]. The models are solved in one load increment where inertia and gravity forces
are neglected.
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MAPPED STRESS-FIELD HILL-TYPE MUSCLE MODEL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 9

For the contact procedure, the pelvis articular cartilage surface is designated as the master and the
femur articular surface as the slave. The contact penetration distances have been calculated using
the contact-spheres approach [49]. A contact gap tolerance of 9% 10!6 m is employed, the penalty
factor is 6% 108 and the contact correction frequency is 40.
Although over 17 muscles may be considered to cause movement of the hip joint [44,50,51], only

the abductors - gluteus medius and gluteus minimus - are considered here to illustrate the effects
of the developed muscle mapping procedure. The numerical muscle fibre distributions for the point
load and developedmapped approaches are compared in Figure 10. The employed Hill-type muscle
parameters are presented in Table III. The first four muscle properties have been estimated from
literature [19, 20, 24, 35, 36, 52–55], whereas muscle mass has been approximated by multiplying
the muscle volume, calculated from tomography images, by the density of muscle tissue [21]. The
reference positions for the mapped procedure are chosen such that the muscle fibres show negligible
twisting.

3. RESULTS

As the current models are assumed steady-state, the muscle excitation values um corresponding to
the mid-stance phase of gait are taken as the muscle model input values. The employed excitation
values, determined from the processed EMG signals, are 0.196 for both the gluteus medius and
gluteus minimus muscles. The total muscle forces predicted by the Hill-type muscle boundary
conditions for each model are 317 N (active 142 N, passive 175 N) for gluteus medius and 270
N (active 19 N, passive 251 N) for gluteus minimus.
Comparing the computed numerical fibres with their anatomical counterpart, as shown in Figure

11, a qualitatively close agreement may be observed. The reason for differences is in the model
approximation, where a musculotendon fibre is represented uniquely by a force vector, whereas in
reality muscle and tendon are separate volumes.
Inspecting the predicted von Mises stress distributions, shown in Figure 12, appreciable

differences can be seen between muscle attachment approaches. For the point load model, the
attachment points of the muscles show local stress peaks of greater than 30MPa predicted, whereas
no local stress peaks are visible in the mapped attachments model. The greater trochanter, which
is relatively unstressed in the model without muscles, bears considerably more load in models with
muscles and supports higher stresses. Apart from the attachment stress peaks, in all the models the
most highly stressed areas, of 30 to 50 MPa, are found in the ilium directly above the acetabulum,
the acetabular roof bone as well as near the fixed iliosacral joint.
The predicted contact pressure distribution for the point load and mapped attachment models

are shown side-by-side in Figure 13. The predicted maximum contact pressure, contact area and
average contact pressure are summarised for all models in Table IV. Three distinct regions of contact
are visible in each of the models, occurring in the same locations, and only slight differences are
discernible.
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4. DISCUSSION

Comparing the point load and mapped models, there are notable differences in the stress
distributions (Figure 12). The point load attachments result in local stress peaks of greater than
30MPa, as has been previously noted in literature [36,37,55,56]. The magnitude of this stress peak
is expected to increase with mesh refinement due to the load being applied to a single node [36,55].
The newly developed mapped muscle boundary conditions have been shown to overcome this
problem of local erroneous stress peaks (Figure 12c). Additionally, when the computed numerical
fibres are compared with their anatomical counterpart (Figure 11), good agreement has been found.
Apart from the local peaks, the stress distributions between the different muscle fibre approaches

show differences in a number of regions, in particular in the neck of the femur highlighted in Figure
14. This suggests that the overall mechanics of the bone are different when more realistic mapped
muscle attachments are employed.
Comparing the stress distributions of the models with muscles and the model without muscles,

as expected there are significant differences in stress magnitudes in the vicinity of the muscle
attachments. The greater trochanter, which is relatively unstressed in the model without muscles,
carries relatively large stresses in the models with muscles. This is due to the convergence of the
large abductor muscles to a comparatively small muscle attachment. Inspecting the pelvis, the body
of the ilium also experiences a substantial increase in stress when muscles are included. The highly
stressed regions of bone on the superior acetabular rim, remain largely unaffected by the inclusion
of muscle models.
On closer analysis of the muscle forces predicted by the Hill-type muscle models, the predicted

abductors force produced 0.73 times body weight, lying within the range of predictions in literature
[2,3,57], where a variety of optimisation techniques are employed with inverse analysis.
The largest stresses in all of the models, occurring in the acetabular roof, the ilium above

the acetabulum, the fixed iliosacral joint and the neck of the femur, agree well with predictions
from previous numerical studies [4, 6, 16, 58–62]. The predicted maximum contact pressures are
slightly larger than the reported values, where peak contact pressures in literature vary from 1 to 18
MPa [4, 6, 16, 58–62], whereas the maximum predicted contact maximum pressures in the current
models were 23–26 MPa. This is possibly explained by the combined effect of assuming joint
congruency and using relatively low resolution meshes, common in literature, which may result in
underestimation of contact pressures. Additionally, the current assumptions of constant cartilage
thickness and homogenous mechanical properties may cause an overestimation of contact pressure.
Inspecting the contact pressure distributions, relatively subtle differences, if any, are seen between

the muscle attachment approaches. Moreover, only minor differences are visible relative to the
model without muscles, with two distinct contact regions predicted in all three models (Figure
13). Additionally, the predictions of contact area, average contact pressure and maximum contact
pressure are very similar.
There are a number of limitations of the current approach, which should be stated: muscle

wrapping is not represented; activation is assumed to be uniform across the entire muscle; only
two distinct muscles are included and deep muscles are not included; the sensitivity to the muscle
model parameters has not be investigated; multiple loading cases have not been examined; dynamic
muscle parameters have been included although only a static analysis has been performed; and
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MAPPED STRESS-FIELD HILL-TYPE MUSCLE MODEL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 11

homogeneous trabecular bone stiffness has been assumed. Additionally, further validation of the
model against experimentalmethods is important to provide confidence in the predictions, especially
in the context of potential clinical applications, such as aiding in the design and development of
next generation joint replacements, and contributing to the understanding of the mechanical causes
of joint degeneration.
From the results of this study it is concluded that physiological joint loading is not accurately

represented by simplistic peri-articular muscle approximations; however, when contact mechanics
are of sole interest, then simplifying assumptions with regard to muscular forces may be valid.
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A. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF HILL-TYPE GOVERNING RELATIONS

The governing system of the second-order and the first-order differential equations can be written as a system
of three first-order differential equations in terms of state variables yi (i = 1, 2, 3):

!y2
!t

=
Ft(y1)" F eff

m (y1, y2)

Mm
(A.1a)

!y1
!t

= y2 (A.1b)

!y3
!t

=
1
"
(um " y3) (A.1c)

where y1, y2 and y3, are relative muscle position (l), muscle velocity (!l/!t) and muscle activation (am),
respectively.
By employing the implicit Euler method on each first-order differential equation, the following discretised

form can be obtained:
yi+1
2 " yi2

h
=

Ft(y
i+1
1 )" F eff

m (yi+1
1 , yi+1

2 )

Mm
(A.2a)

yi+1
1 " yi1

h
= yi+1

2 (A.2b)

yi+1
3 " yi3

h
=

1
"

)

um " yi+1
3

*

(A.2c)

where h is the current time step and superscripts (i+ 1) and i refer to the current and previous time step
values respectively.
Let us now define functions F , G and H as:

F = yi+1
2 " yi2 " h

Ft(y
i+1
1 )" F eff

m (yi+1
1 , yi+1

2 )

Mm
= 0 (A.3a)

G = yi+1
1 " yi1 " hyi+1

2 = 0 (A.3b)

H = yi+1
3 " yi3 " h

+ 1
"

)

um " yi+1
3

*,

= 0 (A.3c)
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This discretised system of coupled nonlinear equations, A.3, may be solved using Newton’s method for
coupled systems of nonlinear equations [63–65], allowing construction of the linear system of equations:

!F

!yi1
#1 +

!F

!yi2
#2 +

!F

!yi3
#3 = "F

!G

!yi1
#1 +

!G

!yi2
#2 +

!G

!yi3
#3 = "G

!H

!yi1
#1 +

!H

!yi2
#2 +

!H

!yi3
#3 = "H (A.4)

where the #i (i = 1, 2, 3) terms are the unknown increments of the state variables yi, and the partial derivate
terms are calculated numerically using the finite difference method. This linear system can then be solved
for #i using, for example, Gaussian elimination [64].
The current state variables are then updated using the newly found #:

yi+1
1 = yi1 + #1

yi+1
2 = yi2 + #2

yi+1
3 = yi3 + #3 (A.5)

The linear system, A.4, is repeatedly solved and the state variables updated via A.5 until the system has
converged to the predefined tolerance.
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Figure 1. Muscle Force-Length Relationship
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Figure 2. Processing of EMG Signals
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Figure 3. Effective Muscle Force due to Muscle Pennation Angle (Adapted from [66])
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Figure 4. Schematic of Mapped Fibre Direction Approach
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Figure 5. Calculation of the R Coordinate and $ Coordinate for Face Centre F on the Attachment Surface
Mesh
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Figure 6. Effect of Reference PositionO on Fibre Directions
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Figure 7. Hip Joint Model Material Distribution (Cortical Bone in Red, Cancellous Bone in Green and
Cartilage in Yellow, Cells Removed for Visualisation)
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Figure 8. Segmentation of Muscle Attachment Sites Using Pixel Bubbles
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Figure 9. Hip Joint Model Boundary Conditions
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(a) Point Load Attachments (b) Mapped Attachments

Figure 10. Comparison of Muscle Attachment Approaches for the Mid-Stance Model (Gluteus Medius in
Red, Gluteus Minimus in Green)
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(a) Mapped (b) Anatomical [67]

Figure 11. Comparison of theMapped Muscle Fibre Directions with the Anatomical Muscle
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Figure 12. Von Mises Stress Distribution Comparing Attachment Approaches (inMPa)
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Figure 13. Effect of Muscle Attachment Approach on the Contact Pressure Distribution (inMPa)
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Figure 14. Effect of Muscle Attachment Approach on the von Mises Stress Distribution (inMPa)
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TABLES 31

Parameter a a
!

b b
!

Fecc

Value 0.25Fmax 0.25Fmax 0.25 vmax 0.25 vmax 1.8
Table I. Force-Velocity Relationship Shape Parameters
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Young’s Modulus Poisson’s Ratio
Cortical Bone 17 GPa 0.3
Cancellous Bone 800MPa 0.2
Cartilage 12MPa 0.45

Table II. Mechanical Properties [2, 4, 7–9, 12, 16, 58, 61, 62, 68–70]
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TABLES 33

Property Gluteus Medius Gluteus Minimus
Fmax 1365 N 585 N
lom 0.068 m 0.054 m
%o
m 9 " 4 "

lst 0.061 m 0.031 m
Mm 0.463 kg 0.232 kg
Table III. Hill-Type Muscle Model Parameters
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Model Max Pressure Contact Area Average Pressure
(inMPa) (in m2) (inMPa)

No Muscles 26 3.96% 10!4 6.28
Point Load 24 4.05% 10!4 6.2
Mapped 23 4.01% 10!4 6.4

Table IV. Contact Predictions
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